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Alphacool Eistools
Modding Cutter - Black

$18.95

Product Images

Short Description

If you have already cut PETG tubing, you may have run into the problem of unclean and uneven ends. This
means you must further process the tubing making everything much more cumbersome. This is now a thing
of the past! With the Eistools Modding Cutter, Alphacool launches a versatile product on the market with
which you can cut your hard tubes cleanly without great effort. It is also very good for modders!

Description
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means you must further process the tubing making everything much more cumbersome. This is now a thing
of the past! With the Eistools Modding Cutter, Alphacool launches a versatile product on the market with
which you can cut your hard tubes cleanly without great effort. It is also very good for modders!

Features

No More Sawing PETG!

The well-known process remains the same: Heat up the Hardtube, cut it to the desired length, done!
Alphacool does not reinvent the wheel here but improves the results many times over. Of course, the you can
use the Eistools Modding Cutter with soft tubing too.

What's with the angle?

The biggest feature of our new tool is probably the use of different angles on the pliers. These are used
especially in other parts of the PC. If you have ever modded a PC, you will know how useful cutting a perfect
angle can be. If you want to cut some U-channel at a 45-degree angle – no problem! If you have some light
defusing material that needs to be flush – no problem!

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-11641

Weight 0.5000

Color Black

Tubing Accessories Type Tool

Material Steel

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197116411
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